
Unlocking your  
SME potential 
The upside of upselling –  
ensuring SMEs have the  
right cover

CommerCial insights from  
CgU’s independent stUdy of  
the sme insUranCe CUstomer



In a special three-part series, Victoria 
Mason, CGU’s Manager of Customer 
and Market Insights, shares valuable 
insights and key learnings from new 
research into the insurance needs of 
the SME sector. 

introduction

Small business represents 96 per cent of all Australian 
businesses by number. To help you win in this potentially 
huge market segment, we explore what SMEs want 
from their broker and how you can deliver it. 

methodology 

CGU engaged external research consultants 
[Evolve Research and Consulting] to conduct a 
robust, independent study of the SME insurance 
sector. The research involved one-on-one in-depth 
interviews and 850 phone interviews and looked at 
the issues, attitudes and behaviours of SMEs in 
relation to their insurance. The specifics included:

•	 National survey of businesses with 
<$10m turnover

•	 Representative of the SME market by state, 
turnover and industry; excluded Agriculture 
and Mining; 

•	 10 one-on-one interviews;

•	 850 telephone interviews; Interviews conducted 
with directors (or the specific employee who 
makes business insurance decisions);

•	 Completed in Q1 2013.
Victoria Mason, Manager Customer and Market Insights, 
CGU Insurance.
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The upside of upselling – ensuring 
SMEs have the right cover
45 per cent of SMEs are not sure they know what they’re covered for on each of their 
insurance policies and 35 per cent are not totally satisfied they have the best insurance 
for their business needs, according to research sponsored by CGU.

The lack of insurance product knowledge and risk 
comprehension within the SME sector is a clear 
opportunity to build your business. But sometimes it can 
be challenging to convince SMEs to take advice, given 
the various business and cost pressures they face. 

The independent research data included in this article 
can help you demonstrate to a SME why it needs the 
cover you are recommending. And, as this information 
is based on interviews with SMEs themselves, it may 
have greater credibility and resonance with your SME 
customers.

SME insurance profiles vary by industry. Whilst this 
may be intuitive to experienced insurance brokers, 
SME customers – especially new SME business 
owners – are often less familiar with the insurance 
needs of their industry. 

In the heat map created from our research below, 
you can see which covers SMEs are more likely to 
hold by industry, with the top-ten most common 
industry-cover combinations highlighted with ticks.
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PROPERTY/FIRE ✓ ✓

PRODUCT/PUBLIC LIABILITY ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

THEFT

WORKERS COMPENSATION

GLASS

GENERAL PROPERTY

BUSINESS VEHICLE ✓ ✓

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION

MONEY

MACHINERY BREAKDOWN

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

PERSONAL INCOME 
PROTECTION

PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY ✓

TAX AUDIT

MARINE AND TRANSIT

INDUSTRIAL SPECIAL RISKS

EMPLOYEE DISHONESTY

TRAVEL

CONTRACT WORKS

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS

Most Common Least Common Top 10 most common✓

insurance Cover by industry heat map
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The heat map on the previous page can be useful in helping SMEs understand that their insurance needs differ to 
other industries. For example, SMEs in Construction usually need minimum coverage of Liability and Vehicle 
insurance (green), but are also more likely than other industries to hold Contract Works (yellow) and Personal 
Income Protection (pale green). 

Furthermore, demonstrating that the majority of SMEs in an industry hold a specific cover may help SMEs that opt 
for minimal cover understand the key essential covers they really do need. For example, seeing that 76 per cent of 
SMEs in Retail know they have Theft cover (in the table below) may be the evidence your SME customer needs to 
take your recommendation of adding Theft to their Business Package. 

The table below summarises the top-five covers held by SMEs in each industry, as determined by SMEs interviewed 
in our independent research.

Top Five Insurance Covers by Industry

  Retail Construction Manufacturing Transport, 
Wholesale & 
Rental/Hire

Health & Other 
Services

Professional 
Services

Property/fire 92% Product and 
public liability 

94% Product and 
public liability

98% Product and 
public liability

93% Product and 
public liability

85% Professional 
Indemnity

82%

Product and 
public liability 

90% Business 
Vehicle 

84% Business 
Vehicle

79% Property/fire 85% Property/fire 81% Property/fire 81%

Theft 76% General 
Property

75% General 
Property

70% Business 
Vehicle

84% Workers 
Compensation

66% Product and 
public liability

81%

Workers 
Compensation

66% Workers 
Compensation

73% Workers 
Compensation

69% Workers 
Compensation

75% General 
Property

64% Workers 
Compensation

67%

Glass 65% Property/fire 71% Property/fire 64% General 
Property

68% Theft 64% Business 
Vehicle

66%

Upselling has obvious benefits to brokers and insurers, but also has big benefits for customers too, by: 

•	 Minimising underinsurance 

•	 Maximising peace of mind throughout the year 

•	 Minimising frustration or dissatisfaction in the event of a claim

•	 Ensuring SMEs are open for business whenever they want or need to be.

Below I’ve highlighted two product-focused tips that will help your brokerage succeed. This month’s ‘Unlocking your 
SME potential’ focuses on product, while last month focused on purchase channel. The next edition in early 2014 
will focus on customers. 

SME INSIdER TIPS

SME FACT BROKER OPPORTUNITY

SME insurance profiles vary by industry

3 
   How can you use the industry-cover heat map 
that highlights industry differences in your 
brokerage? E.g. to on-board junior employees? 
To keep opportunities top-of-mind throughout 
the office?

To find out more about business insurance, 30%  
of SMEs search online or ask an acquaintance or 
family member  

3  
   How can your brokerage use data and fact to 
help your SME customers understand their 
business risks and ensure they have the right 
insurance cover for their unique needs?


